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Since childhood, Mallory McCabe has dreamed of falling in love with a hero. And then one saves

her life. He's honest and blunt. Deadly, but filled with pain. Overpowering, yet ever so gentle with

her. Oh yes, she's found her hero. Taking him to her bed is simply ... right. As is losing her heart.

How could she have known he'd want nothing more to do with her? His indifference hurts. She vows

to forget him ... then he buys the land next to hers. Released early from prison, all Sawyer Ware

wants is to move to the city and get his life back together. But when a violent gang targets his police

detective brother, Sawyer puts his future on hold. After a decade as a Navy SEAL, he won't and

can't walk away when someone he loves is threatened. His task might well be deadly. He sure can't

afford to get involved with a woman - especially his captivating neighbor. Although he hungers to be

near her, to enjoy her clear laugh, her easy friendship, and the peace she brings wherever she

goes, a relationship is absolutely out of the question. Why won't his heart obey orders?
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I have read everything this author has written and am never disappointed or left feeling like I just

want it to end. In fact, the opposite is true: I am chomping at the bit for the next book. Sawyer and

Mallory's story is different from the norm in that it is the male who needs healing based on his past

and more recent events, and the female while submissive can be the rock he needs. The story

contains so much: love, anger, tears, suspense, catching up with favorite characters, and of course

the kink that we have come to expect and love. A great 5+ star read!!



I've read every single Cherise Sinclair book. This one was well written like usual, but the story line

felt forced. This one wasn't a favorite of mine. Most of the town spreads false gossip about our hero

which makes people treat him like a pariah. He treats himself like a convict and won't pursue the

heroine. She has to take his repeated rejections, not understanding his hang ups. Meanwhile, gang

activity has picked up and it's more than the police force can handle. So, to protect his police chief

brother, our hero becomes the town's vigilante. But of course, no on gossips about that! Can love

find a way through all the negativity?Idk, it seems like so much time was spent trying to create the

drama that the romance got a little shortchanged.So I'd recommend reading it, but don't expect the

candid intimacy and trust building that you'd see in some of her other work.

When Sawyer is released early for helping in the prison riot he is a bit lost. Just because he is

Atticus' brother doesn't mean the towns people trust him, since he is a convict. The women seem to

be the worst only wanting to have a quick roll in the hay with a con. So when he rescues Mallory

and a teen from some gangbangers and she asks him home he decides to give her what she

want.Mallory is not a one night stand kinda woman, when she sleeps with someone it means

something. But she wants a hero and her gentle soul is in search of a warrior to protect her in all

ways. So when Sawyer rescues her and young Zoe from a gangbanger she thinks she has found

her hero.Who knows maybe he is the one and maybe she is who he needs to become whole again.I

loved this book. I enjoyed the small town storyline, with he prejudices and the changes of heart.

I enjoyed this book but I didn't love it like the rest of the Mountain Masters series. I just didn't relate

to Sawyer. The fact that he is described as looking like "Bruce Willis but with better hair" didn't help

as I am not a fan of that actor. I didn't care for his being an ex con (that's just me). I was not crazy

about the fact that he was a vigilante. I also found typo's for the first time in her books.I did love the

scenes at Dark Haven and catching up with that crew. Also getting an update on the Hunt Brothers

and their families. I may be making this sound worse than it is. I'm glad I bought and read the book.

Don't get me wrong. It just lacked that "Wow" factor for me. I can see by the reviews that I am in a

minority. I will continue to buy/read any books that Ms. Sinclair writes. Four Stars on this one.

Cherise never let's me down. This novel was brilliant; the plot continues nicely from where the

previous book ended. I do prefer the first Ware brother but Sawyer is pretty fine anyway, smart,

funny, tough and evolves so well during the story with the help of Mallory.Now Mallory is kind of a



first for me, all sweet and hearts and flowers, a little hippy but determined and strong, another

excellent female character. In the beginning I though her too naive or sunny for my taste but she

grew on me and I ended up rooting for her anyway.Although the idea of the gangbangers as a

threat wasn't so appealing I was pleased that she didn't leave the story there were it was at the end

of the previous book and instead finished it properly, making it more real, more a tea part of the life

of these characters.And of course now I'm left wishing Cherise wrote books in her sleep cause I

can't wait for the next one in this series.

Anything written by Cherise Sinclair is a must-read in my reading adventures and this one was no

exception. Sawyer and Mallory's story was one that explored how a man who was not looking for a

permanent woman (sub)found one at the time when it was unexpected and how a woman who

never experienced a passion and drive to step outside of her romantic comfort zone outside of

reading about it found the perfect match (Dom) for a lifetime. This book had the passion and

emotional moments but it also held some suspense. You also get glimpses of the lives of the other

couple's and favorite characters as the book travels to another unforgettable couple. So worth the

wait and can't wait for the next book!

It was a pleasure to read about Mallory and Sawyer. I enjoyed their strengths and the way the faced

the challenges that came their way. I savored this book. Actually, I listened to the audio book telling

Atticus' story concurrently with reading this book. It was an immersive experience! Mallory's strong

loving personality was SUCH a pleasure to read about. Sawyer was, of course, totally HOT. Their

scenes were fun and burned the pages. Highly recommended.

Cherise can do no wrong when it comes to writing. I have loved every book in this series, as well as

the Shadowland series. It was slightly different this time, as it delved a bit more into the issues of

PTSD as well as a touch of mystic. Her couples are always so real and you just keep hoping for the

best possible outcome for them. And thank goodness Cherise always delivers. It was really fun to

touch base with all the other characters in the series. Although you could read this as a stand alone,

you will enjoy it that much more if you start at the beginning and get to know everyone. I promise it

will be worth it. Can't wait for the next book.
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